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CONSTITUENT ORDER IN TENEJAPA TZELTAL 


1. Introduction. In this paper, I examine constituent order in transitive 
sentences in the Tenejapa dialect of Tzeltal.' Surprisingly, Tzeltal has re- 
ceived little attention from grammarians, especially in comparison to its 
closely related sister language, Tzotzil, which has been the subject of a great 
deal of work (e.g., Aissen 1987 and Haviland 1981).2 In fact, many core 
parts of Tzeltal grammar have never received sustained investigation, even 
though a few book-length studies of Tzeltal grammar have been published 
(Robles Uribe 1962 and Kaufman 1971) and the language has been the sub- 
ject of a good deal of work in linguistic anthropology and language acqui- 
sition (e.g., Berlin 1968, Brown 1998, Brown and Levinson 1993; 2000, 
Hunn 1977, and Stross 1973). To address this gap in the literature, a corpus 
of narrative texts from the Tenejapa dialect of Tzeltal was systematically 
tagged for study.3 Transitive sentences in the tagged corpus were then sub- 
jected to analysis. On the basis of this analysis, I argue that, contrary to 
previous claims (Smith 1975, Norman and Campbell 1978, and Dayley 
1981), the "basic word orderH-more accurately, "basic constituent order" 
(BC0)-of Tenejapa Tzeltal is v O A . ~  Departures from VOA word order are 
principled and can be understood in terms of "information packaging" (Fo- 
ley and Van Valin 1984) or "information structure" (Lambrecht 1994), an 
area which has been the subject of growing interest due to the recognition of 
its importance in grammar. 

'The contributions of the following people, who read earlier drafts of this paper and provided 
comments, are gratefully acknowledged: Sasha Aikhenvald, Judith Aissen, Avery Andrews, Pe- 
nelope Brown, Lyle Campbell, R. M. W. Dixon, Matthew Dryer, Esteban Guttierez, John 
Haviland, Eva Lindstrom, and Carl Rubino. Special thanks go to Pedro Hernindez Guzmin, the 
principal Tzeltal native speaker with whom I worked. 

Tzeltal belongs to the Cholan-Tzeltalan (or Greater Tzeltalan) branch of the Mayan family 
(Campbell and Kaufman 1985). It is spoken in both the highlands and the lowlands of Chiapas, 
Mexico. According to the 2000 census (XI Censo General de Poblaci6n y Vivenda) conducted 
by the Mexican government's Instituto de Estadistica, Geografia e Informitica (INEGI), there 
are approximately 285,000 speakers of Tzeltal. 

Tenejapan Tzeltal is spoken in the municipio of Tenejapa. For information about dialectal 
variation, see Kaufman (1 97 1 :1-2) or Campbell (1 987). 

Although many authors use the term "basic word order," it is somewhat misleading, since 
it suggests that what is at issue is the order of words rather than the order of constituents 
(which may consist of multiple words). 
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In 2, I examine the concept of "basic word order" and critically evaluate 
previous claims concerning Tenejapa Tzeltal's BCO. In 3, the corpus tagged 
for analysis is described and patterns of constituent order are examined for 
transitive clauses with one or two lexical arguments. The findings of this 
analysis are reported in 4. On the basis of these findings, I argue that the 
BCO of Tenejapa Tzeltal is VOA. In 5, departures from this order are ex- 
plained in terms of "information structure," which provides additional evi- 
dence in favor of VOA as the language's BCO. Finally, I discuss the 
implications of the findings in 6 and provide a summary in 7. 

2. Basic constituent order. In this section, I consider the concept of 
BCO. The general concept of BCO is explained in 2.1, while previous claims 
about Tenejapa Tzeltal's BCO are critically examined in 2.2. 

2.1. The concept of BCO. The concept of BCO is deeply entrenched 
in linguistic theory and has played a part in a good deal of typological 
thinking (the locus classicus being Greenberg 1966). Although some au- 
thors have called into question the appropriateness of the concept for some 
languages (e.g., Brody 1984 and Mithun 1992), many linguists continue to 
utilize the idea in language description. In her overview of constituent or- 
dering in Mayan, England (1991:447-51) discusses a number of criteria for 
the determination of which sentences count toward the BCO of a language: 

1. The sentence must have a transitive verb and a subject and object, 
both expressed as nouns. 

2. In Mayan languages, the sentence is simple rather than complex (or at 
least the clause is a main clause). 

3. The verb must be indicative, affirmative, and active. 
4. The sentence should have an interchangeable subject and object. 
5. Sentences should not be ambiguous in interpretation of subject and 

object. 
6 .  No constituent is focused, topicalized, or otherwise highlighted. 
7. In Mayan, the subject noun is definite. 
8. In Mayan, the subject noun is animate. 
9. Frequency of natural occurrence is NOT a requirement for basic word 

order. 
10. Morphological marking may provide evidence for BCO. 
11. Elicitation is necessary in addition to text analysis. 

Many aspects of England's definition are reasonably uncontroversial. The 
basic word order of a language is generally considered to be the least mor- 
phologically marked (Hawkins 1983); it is assumed to be "pragmatically 
neutral" (Pullum 1977); and it is based on simple, declarative, active 
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clauses with no complex verb or verb phrases (Chomsky 1957, Greenberg 
1966, and Pullum 1981b). 

There are, however, some aspects of England's definition which are more 
controversial. One obvious problem is the use of the hedge "In Mayan, . . . ." 
If the concept of BCO is viable, it must be universally applicable. There 
should not be separate concepts of BCO for different linguistic families (one 
for Mayan, one for Uto-Aztecan, one for Oto-Manguean, etc.), although the 
concept may be of greater relevance for some families (e.g., Mayan) than 
for others (e.g., Pama-Nyungan). Fortunately, few problems arise if En- 
gland's hedge is simply disregarded. It is unnecessary, provided that the 
concept of basic word order is anchored to the concept of a prototypical 
transitive clause, which is generally believed to possess an animate and 
definite subject and to be affirmative, indicative active, etc. (see Hopper and 
Thompson 1980). 

The criterion that subject and object (henceforth ''A" and "0," respec- 
tively) must be interchangeable is also problematic. (Here I employ Dixon's 
[1979; 19941 three-way division of core arguments into S, the single core 
argument of an intransitive clause; A, the core argument of a transitive 
clause that it is prototypically associated with the agent; and 0 ,  the core 
argument of a transitive clause that it is prototypically associated with the 
patient. See Andrews [I9851 for further discussion and justification.) En- 
gland includes this criterion because such sentences have the greatest 
requirement for the use of word order to determine the assignment of se-
mantic roles. Sentences with interchangeable A's and 0's tend to be those 
where A and 0 are equal in animacy; however, such sentences are actually 
fairly unusual (and are probably not "pragmatically neutral"), since it has 
been shown in a number of studies that A normally outranks 0 in animacy 
(Comrie 1989: 128). This brings us to England's position with respect to fre- 
quency of occurrence. 

England notes that her criteria are very restrictive and single out a set of 
sentences that will be fairly uncommon in naturally occurring speech. How- 
ever, if frequency of natural occurrence is not a requirement for BCO, what 
role does statistical analysis play in considerations of BCO? A number of 
authors have taken quite a different position with respect to the relationship 
of basicness to frequency. Greenberg (1966:67) explicitly anchors BCO to 
frequency (as does Hawkins 1983). Dryer (1995) provides a more subtle 
position, which distinguishes markedness from frequency of occurrence. 
With growing interest in the role that patterns of usage play in shaping 
grammar (Hopper 1987 and DuBois 1987), considerations of statistical trends 
in usage should not be dismissed out of hand. 

Here, I tackle constituent order from the vantage point of information 
structure, bringing to bear on the problem not only statistical data from 
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textual analysis but also more traditional analysis of grammatical structure. 
By considering the frequency of different constituent orders in discourse, I 
am rejecting England's claim that frequency is irrelevant. However, I do 
not commit myself to any particular view of what type of relationship 
should exist. In the end, it appears that, in Tenejapa Tzeltal, all of the vari- 
ous criteria converge on VOA as the BCO of the language. 

2.2. The BCO of Tenejapa Tzeltal. Previous work on Tenejapa Tzeltal 
constituent order has been restricted to the alternation between VOA and 
VAO constituent order, which is allegedly determined by the relationship 
between A and 0 on a hierarchy of animacy (Smith 1975, Norman and 
Campbell 1978, and Dayley 1981). On the basis of elicited data from Smith 
(1975), Norman and Campbell (1978) put forward a disjunctive statement 
of Tenejapa Tzeltal's BCO, claiming that it is VOA when A > 0 in animacy 
and VAO when A = 0 in animacy. (Nothing is said concerning sentences 
where 0 > A in animacy.) Dayley (1981:43) essentially repeats their analy- 
sis in his overview of voice and ergativity in Mayan: "word order differs 
depending on the status of the A and [O] on the animacy hierarchy: if A 
equals [O] the order is VA[O]; if A is higher than [O] the order is V[O]A."~ 

Dayley (1981:43) illustrates these putative constituent ordering princi- 
ples with the following example sentences? 

(1) 	 la s-mil-0 Jpetul te Jwan 

CP 3E-kill-3~ Peter ART John 


'Peter killed John'. 

(2) 	 la s-t'om-0 ta ti'el tz'i' te baka 

CP 3 ~ - b i t e - 3 ~with teeth dog ART COW 


'The dog bit the cow (with teeth)'. 

(3) 	 la s-mil-0 baka te Jpetul-e 

CP 3E-kill-3A COW ART Peter-ENC 


'Peter killed the cow'. 

(4) 	 la s-maj-0 y-inam te Jpetul-e 

ICP 3 ~ - h i t - 3 ~3 ~ - w i f e  ART Peter-ENC 


'Peter hits his wife'. 

Dayley employs alternative notation (P rather than 0).His P's have been replaced by 0's 
here for the sake of consistency. 

6The following abbreviations are used in morphemic glosses: 3 exists; 3 does not exist; 
1 first person; 2 second person; 3 third person; A absolutive; ANT anteriority; ART definite arti- 
cle; AUX auxiliary; AGT agentive; BEN benefactive; c ~ u s  causative; COM cornitative; COMP com-
plementizer; CP completive; DEM demonstrative; DES desiderative; DIR directional; E ergative; 
EMP emphatic; ENC enclitic; HS hearsay; ICP incompletive; IRR irrealis; NEG negative; NM nom-
inalizer; NT neutral; P preposition; PASS passive; PL plural; PN proper noun; PT particle; REM re-
mote; RN relational noun; SG singular; STAT stative; TOP topicalizer. 
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However, there are a number of problems with this analysis. In the first 
place, there are some minor errors that call into question the validity of the 
data upon which the animacy account is based. The name Jwan comes as 
a borrowing from Spanish, and not from Tenejapa Tzeltal, where the equiv- 
alent name is Jxun (note that the initial /j/ is a prefix used with all male 
names), and (1) and (2) both lack the enclitic -e, even though the definite 
article te must co-occur with this enclitic in NPs that occur sentence-finally. 

A second and much more serious problem with these claims is counter- 
evidence from texts. In (5)-(8), VAO constituent order is predicted, given 
that A = 0 in animacy, but VOA constituent order is found instead: 

(5) 	 la x-chip-ik-0 j'ijk'al te antiwo j-mum 

CP ~ E - s ~ ~ z ~ - P L - ~ A  ART 1~-male 
blk.demon ancient 

'Our ancient ancestors burnt up the black demon'. (Stross 
1978:6). 

(6) 	 te namej k'inal-e la s-tzak-0 be1 antz 

ART olden day-ENC CP 3 ~ - c a r r y - 3 ~DIR woman 


j-chamo' ta x-ch'en j'Gk'a1 
AGT-Chamulan P 3~-cave  blk.demon 

'Long ago a black demon carried a Chamulan woman off to his 
Cave'. (Stross 1978:3) 

(7) 	 ja'-uk me to jajch me s-ti'-ik-0 te 

EMP-IRR DES Still AUX DES 3E-eat-PL-3A ART 


k'ulub-etik-e te mut-etik-e, te tz'i'-etik-e, 
locust-PL-ENC ART c h i c k e n - p ~ - ~ ~ c  dog-PL-ENCART 

te mis-etik-e 
ART Cat-PL-ENC 

'Chickens, dogs, and cats ate locusts'. (PCrez Ldpez and Gdmez 
Ramirez [henceforth PCrez and Gdmez] 1986:51) 

(8) 	 te k'alal la la s-ta-ix-0 nu-etik a 

COMP when CP HS house-PL
3~-find-3~-already DEM 

te 	 ja'-e, jich 1ok'-ik-0 la ta anel 
ART water-ENC thus l e a v e - p ~ - 3 ~HS P hurry 

te y-ajwal-e 
ART 3E-owner-ENC 

'When the waters reached the houses, their owners began to leave 
in a hurry'. (Mtndez Ldpez and Mtndez GuzmAn 1992:45) 
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In light of these sentences, it is worth saying a few words about the nature 
of animacy. From Dayley (1981), it seems that the following animacy hier- 
archy is taken for granted: 

(9) HUMAN > ANIMATE > INANIMATE 

Applying this hierarchy to (5)-(8) above is not entirely straightforward, 
since there may be disagreement over the classification of the j'ik'al, myth-
ological black demonlike creatures that are the subject of many folktales 
in Tzeltal. However, the contrast between (5) and (6) is crucial, since it 
shows that when one of the core arguments of a transitive clause is a 
j'ik'al and the other is human, VOA constituent order is found, regardless 
of whether the j'ik'al acts on a human, as in (6), or vice versa, as in (5).7 
Furthermore, (8) is clear-cut: both of the entities are inanimate, yet VOA 
is found. 

Finally, one of the examples cited in Dayley (1981) appears to be incon- 
sistent with the proposed constituent ordering principle. In (4), both of the 
entities involved are equal in animacy, yet the constituent order is VOA 
(where VAO would be predicted). Dayley (1981) fails to note this incon- 
sistency. Norman and Campbell (1978) identify it, but salvage the animacy- 
based account with the ancillary claim that, although the NP te jpetule 
'Peter' in ( 4 )  appears on the surface to be A, it is actually the possessor, 
which controls the deletion of A.* In other words, they claim that the sur- 
face order is misleading due to bracketing ambiguity. This salvages the 
claim for VAO constituent order, since underlying VAO constituent order 
would also give rise to surface VOA constituent order. 

However, this analysis is highly questionable. There is no independent 
evidence that possessor-controlled deletion exists in Tzeltal, which makes 
the analysis somewhat ad hoc, especially given that an underlying VOA 
constituent order would also give rise to surface VOA constituent order as a 
result of possessor-controlled deletion, as shown in figure 1. 

Furthermore, there is good evidence for an underlying VOA constituent 
order from examples like (10) and (1 1), where there is no bracketing ambi- 
guity, since the possessor of 0 is not third person and the constituent order 
is clearly VOA.9 

7There are other arguments in favor of the "humanness" of the j'iKal-for example, they 
take the same numeral classifier as humans ( - tu l ) .  

It cannot be argued that males outrank females in animacy in Tenejapa Tzeltal since the 
same ordering is found when gender roles are reversed (e.g., 'Mary hits her husband'). 

In both (10) and (1I), the absolutive suffixes on the verb cross-index the possessor due to 
possessor raising. 
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'yasmaj' ;inam [&jperuleji 

C-
VAO 
ya smaj Oi yinam [re jpetuleIi 

FIG.1.-'ho underlying structures for (4) in text. 

(10) 	laj me y-elk'an-be-n-ix tel k-a1 te 

CP DES ~ E - S ~ ~ ~ I - B E N -1A-ANT DIR 1 E-child ART 


j'ijk'al-e 
blk.demon-ENC 

'The black demon carried away my child'. (Ramirez Hernandez 
1994: 129) 

(11) 	ya wan x-tal y-a'y-be-t a'w-a'tel 

ICP perhaps 3E-unders tand-B~~-2~ 
NT-AUX 	 2~-work  

tz'in yan kirsano ch'i 
then another person eh 

'Perhaps some other person would come do your work then, 
eh?' (Stross 1979: 116) 

It seems, then, that transitive clauses with a possessed 0 are evidence 
against an account of Tenejapa Tzeltal's BCO in terms of animacy after all. 

Since previous claims concerning constituent order in Tenejapa Tzeltal 
are on shaky ground, more in-depth investigation of constituent ordering 
in the language is called for. In 3, I show that VAO constituent order is 
vanishingly rare and certainly a nonstarter for the BCO of the language. 

3. Quantitative corpus analysis. 

3.1. The corpus. In order to examine constituent ordering and elision in 
narrative discourse, a corpus of 20 narrative texts (folktales) was tagged and 
analyzed.'' Half of these texts are spoken narratives recorded and transcribed 
by Stross (1977; 1978; 1979) and half are narratives written by native 
speakers with accompanying Spanish translations (PCrez and G6mez 1986). 
To give some idea of the size of the corpus, it contains approximately 4,63 1 

'O Almost all of these texts were originally scanned by Penelope Brown. Her generosity in 
sharing these electronic materials is gratefully acknowledged. 
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TABLE 1 

Narrative Text Source 


"Alligator" Stross (1978) 

"~ackwards  Foot" Stross (1978) 

"Black Demon" Stross (1978) 

"Black Demon and Chamula Woman" Ptrez and G6mez (1986) 

"Black Demon Killed with Chili" Stross (1978) 

"The Church" Ptrez and G6mez (1986) 

"The Curer" Ptrez and Gbmez (1986) 

"The Flood" Ptrez and G6mez (1986) 

"Kokonutsu" Stross (1979) 

"Kulub" Ptrez and G6mez (1986) 

"The Persecution" Ptrez and G6mez (1986) 

"Possum and Puma" Stross (1977) 

"The Priest" Ptrez and G6mez (1986) 

"Rabid Demon" Stross (1978) 

"Rooster and Sparrow" Ptrez and G6mez (1986) 

"Severed Head" Stross (1978) 

"The Spook" Ptrez and G6mez (1986) 

"The Black Demon" Stross (1978) 

"Trip to Hell" Stross (1978) 

"The Patron Saint Alonso or Idelfonso" Ptrez and G6mez (1986) 


clauses, 909 of which are transitive clauses of some variety." Table 1 lists 
the texts that make up the corpus. 

Each text was annotated using a number of special tags (designated by a 
left curly bracket) that were inserted before the constituents under analysis. 
Table 2 provides a summary of the tags that were used in the markup of the 
corpus. 

The following excerpt from a story entitled "Alligator" (Stross 1978:21) 
illustrates the nature of the markup scheme:12 

I/ te namej k'inale ay laj a {I.p bik'ot {A ain {0jtul winik 
In the olden days there was a man (who) was swallowed by Alligator. 

I/yu'un laj { I  bajt ta stzakel puy { S *  
It was because he had gone to catch snails (for eating). 

" This number is approximate and underestimates slightly the size of the corpus, since it is 
actually a count of the number of lines in the corpus and some lines contain more than a single 
clause. 

l 2  Note that A and 0 are used as tags in passive clauses. They should be taken as labels for 
the prederivational status of these arguments. Therefore, A and 0 correspond to oblique agent 
and S, respectively, after passivization. 
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TABLE 2 

Tag Meaning 

{R Reflexive object 
{ T  Transitive verb 
{I  Intransitive verb 

{S  s 
( 0  0 
{A A 
{ C  Complement clause 
.p Passive
* Elided 

1 First person 
2 Second person 

I/ te k'alal laj a {I lijk ta stzakel te puye {S* 

When he began to gather the snails 


// ta sbabi laj la {T slok'es ( 0  sk'u' {A* 

first he took off his chamarra. 


I/ la laj { Tstilp'un te { 0  sk'u'e {A* 

He untied (the sash belt holding) his chamarra. 


Quantitative information was extracted from the corpus electronically using 
regular expression pattern-matching (Fried1 1997) as well as custom-made 
Icon programs (Griswold and Griswold 1997). 

3.2. Criteria for inclusion. Three types of transitive clauses were sys- 
tematically excluded from consideration, since they do not conform to the 
generally agreed upon criteria for BCO discussed in 2.1. First, transitive 
clauses with reflexive 0's (which take the form of an obligatorily possessed 
dummy reflexive noun, ba) or complement clauses were excluded (although 
clauses with an elided 0 were included). Second, since active clauses are 
our main concern, all passive clauses in the corpus were excluded from 
analysis. Third, transitive clauses with first- or second-person arguments 
were excluded, since first- and second-person arguments take the form of 
unboundlindependent pronouns only for emphatic or contrastive usage.13 
(Tenejapa Tzeltal does not possess third-person pronouns and could be 
classified as "pro-drop.") The remaining transitive clauses were analyzed 
for patterns of elision and constituent ordering. Unless otherwise stated, all 

l3 Independent pronouns for "local" person (i.e., first or second person) core arguments are 
vanishingly rare. In 148 transitive clauses with one or more local person core argument(s), 
only 4 (3%) make use of an independent pronoun for the local person core argument. 
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TABLE 3 

Type of Transltlve Clause 
-

Percentage 
- - -

Raw Number 

Canonical transitive clauses 54.4% 495 
Reflexive clauses 5.7% 52 
Complex clauses 
Passive clauses 

15.3% 
5.2% 

139 
47 

"Local" person argument 19.4% 176 

Total 100% 909 

TABLE 4 

Number of 
Lexical Arguments Percentage Number 

Total 100% 495 

subsequent references to "transitive clauses" in the corpus refer to these 
transitive clauses. Table 3 summarizes the distribution of the various types 
of transitive clauses found in the corpus. 

Of the 495 transitive clauses found in the corpus that fulfill the necessary 
criteria for investigation, relatively few possessed two full lexical argu- 
ments. The relative frequency of transitive clauses with zero, one, or two 
full lexical arguments is given in table 4. 

Note that the number of clauses with zero or two lexical arguments is 
quite similar, although clauses with one lexical argument are by far the 
most frequent. This is unusual, considering that previous findings based on 
narrative texts show a much higher number of clauses with zero lexical 
arguments and a much lower number of clauses with two lexical arguments. 
DuBois (1987), for example, found that transitive clauses with two lexical 
arguments represent only 3% of the 179 transitive clauses in his corpus of 
Sacapultec (Mayan) spoken narratives.14 

4. Results. In this section, I discuss the results of quantitative analysis 
of the corpus. Since clauses with two lexical arguments are our main con- 
cern, I discuss them first (4.1). However, clauses with a single lexical argu- 

l4 However, results similar to those found for Tzeltal emerged from a study of spoken nar- 
rative texts in the Zinacanteco dialect of Tzotzil (Tzeltal's sister language), where transitive 
clauses with two lexical arguments represented 12% of the 305 transitive clauses examined 
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TABLE 5 

CONSTITUENTORDERIN TRANSITIVECLAUSES 
WITH TWO LEXICAL ARGUMENTS 

Constituent Order Percentage Number 

VOA 65.7% 67 
AVO 31.4% 32 
OVA 2% 2 
VAO 0.9% 1 
AOV 0% 0 
OAV 0% 0 

Total 100% 102 

ment are also examined (4.2). (Obviously, the ordering of constituents is 
irrelevant in clauses where both A and 0 have been elided.) 

4.1. Constituent order with two lexical core arguments. Here, I ex-
amine transitive clauses with two lexical arguments. Table 5 lists the fre- 
quency of the six possible constituent orderings in the corpus. 

Table 5 shows that VOA and AVO constituent orders are the most com- 
mon for transitive clauses with two lexical arguments. In fact, together they 
represent over 97% of all transitive clauses with two lexical arguments. The 
various orders attested in the corpus are exemplified below: 

VOA 

(12) ja '  nax laj jich, la laj s-ta-0 alchaxiltik 
EMP only HS thus CP Hs 3 ~ - f i n d - 3 ~orange.orchard 

te winik-e 
ART man-ENC 

'Thus it was, the man found an orange orchard'. (Stross 1978:27) 

AVO 

(13) 	te jent-e la s-tzob-ik-0 te ton-etik-e 

ART people CP 3~-gather-pL-3~ART rock-PL-ENC 


'The people gathered the stones'. (Perez and Gdmez 1986:46) 

OVA 

(14) 	ti'bal laj la s-tiJ-ik-0 te choj-etik-e 

meat CP HS 3 ~ - e a t - ~ ~ - 3 ~  puma-PL-ENC
ART 

'It was meat the Pumas ate'. (Stross 1977:21) 

(Robinson 1996). It is tempting to attribute the higher number of clauses with two lexical 
core arguments in the Tzeltal corpus to the use of written texts, but the written texts actually 
contain fewer of these clauses (33 in total) than the spoken texts (69 in total). 
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TABLE 6 

Lexical Argument Elided Argument Percentage Number 

A 0 15.0% 42 

Total 	 100% 281 

VAO 

(15) 	tal laj y-ijkita-ik-0 jilel ta s-na s-me' 
AUX HS DIR 3~-house 3~-mother 3 ~ - l e a v e - ~ ~ - 3 ~  P 

s-tat te s-me'-ik te ala j'ijk'al-etik-e 
3~-father ART 3~-mother -p~ART little blk.demon-PL-ENC 

'The mothersi of the little black demon boys came and left them at 
the houses of theiri parents'. (Stross 1978:3) 

AOV and OAV constituent orders are exceedingly rare, as can be seen 
from the fact that they do not appear even once in the corpus, but they are 
not impossible in principle. Rather, they are quite rare due to the pragmatic 
conditions necessary for their felicitous usage (see 5.4 below). 

It seems, then, that there are two contenders for Tzeltal's BCO: VOA and 
AVO. However, VOA order is potentially a better candidate for BCO, since 
it is significantly more frequent. Before considering other reasons VOA is a 
better candidate, I examine transitive clauses with a single lexical argument 
to determine whether they are consistent with these findings. 

4.2. Constituent order in transitive clauses with a single lexical core 
argument. The first question that must be answered when examining tran- 
sitive clauses with a single lexical argument is which argument-A or O- 
is elided in those clauses. The answer is clear. As table 6 shows, it is A 
(rather than 0 )  that is elided in the majority of cases. 

In fact, table 6 shows that elision of A is overwhelmingly more frequent: 
A is elided about six times as frequently as 0 in transitive clauses with a 
single lexical argument. This finding is explained largely by the fact that 
Tzeltal works in terms of a nominative-accusative pivot for coreferential 
omission of arguments in topic chains (Dixon 1994), in keeping with a 
widespread cross-linguistic tendency for S and A to be pronominalized or 
elided in discourse (Prince 1981, Chafe 1987, and Lambrecht 1986). Con- 
versely, the fact that 0 is lexical more often than A also relates to the well- 
established finding that 0 is used more frequently than A to introduce new 
referents, which are necessarily lexical (DuBois 1987). 
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TABLE 7 

CONSTITUENTORDERWITH ONELEXICALARGUMENT 

Constituent Order Frequency Number 

Total 100.0% 281 

I turn now to constituent order in transitive clauses with a single lexical 
argument. The relative frequency of the various constituent orders found in 
such clauses is provided in table 7. 

Table 7 shows that VO order is by far the most common. This is consis- 
tent with the findings from the previous section, where the two most fre- 
quent constituent orders (VOA and AVO) both involve an immediately 
postverbal 0.15 In addition, a higher number of clauses show VA rather than 
AV constituent order, but the difference is slight (and probably not statisti- 
cally significant). 

Each of the four ordering types is illustrated below: 

VO 

(16) 	ta s-babi laj la s-1ok'-es-0 s-k'u' 

P 3~-first CP 3 ~ - l e a v e - c ~ u s - 3 ~ 
HS 	 3~-chamarra 

'First he took off his chamarra'. (Stross 1978:21) 

VA 

(17) ja' nax laj jich ya laj s-mak'lin-0 te 

EMP earlier HS thus ICP HS 3~-care . for -3~ART 


y-ajwal nu-e 
3~-owner house-ENC 

'Thus it is, the owner of the house takes care of him'. (Stross 
1978:6) 

AV 

(18) ja'uk me to, te winik-e la s-maj-0 ta echej 
EMP-IRR DES still ART man-ENC CP 3 ~ - h i t - 3 ~P ax 

'Then the man hit him with his ax'. (Ptrez and Gomez 1986:40-42) 

This finding is consistent with the principle of "verb-object bonding," which holds that 
"the object of a transitive clause is syntactically and semantically more tightly 'bound' to the 
verb than is the subject of a transitive clause" (Tomlin 1986:73). 
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(19) 	sok laj te x-chujkil-e x-chuk-oj-0 laj ta x-ch'ujt 
and HS ART 3E-belt-ENC 3 ~ - ~ ~ ~ - s T A T - ~ A  PHS 3~-belly 

'And his belt, he had tied it around his belly'. (Stross 1978:21) 

In summary, whenever a transitive clause possesses only a single lexical 
argument, it is significantly more likely to appear after the verb than be- 
fore it. This is true mainly for 0's. In the case of A's, there is more mobil- 
ity with respect to the verb, with only a small preference for them to occur 
postverbally. These findings are therefore consistent with those of the pre- 
vious section and suggest that a unitary account can be provided for the 
constituent ordering of transitive clauses with one or more lexical core 
arguments. 

In the following section, I consider the pragmatic motivation for these 
constituent order alternations and attempt to provide a more comprehensive 
statement of the principles of constituent ordering found in the language. I 
show that departures from VOA are associated with topicalization, focus, 
and/or indefiniteness, providing additional evidence that VOA constituent 
order is basic. 

5. Information structure in Tenejapa Tzeltal. In the previous section, 
we saw that on the basis of frequency there are perhaps two competitors for 
the BCO of Tzeltal: AVO and VOA. However, VOA is twice as frequent as 
AVO. The data from transitive clauses with a single lexical argument show 
an overwhelming bias in favor of VO constituent order but are fairly equiv- 
ocal with respect to the position of A. Additional evidence in favor of the 
"basicness" of VOA constituent order comes from the fact that core NPs 
appear preverbally only in restricted conditions, which are pragmatically 
governed (i.e., discourse-related). This is not surprising since, as Aissen 
(1992:44) has observed, within the Mayan family, preverbal orders tend to 
be controlled by logical and discourse-level relations (e.g., topic, focus, 
etc.), while postverbal orders tend to be controlled by properties of indi- 
vidual NPs (e.g., definiteness, animacy, etc.). In the following sections, I 
attempt to account for the occurrence of preverbal NPs in terms of "infor- 
mation structure." Three factors account for preverbal arguments and are 
therefore examined in some detail: topicalization (5.1), focus (5.2), and 
indefiniteness (5.3). Note, however, that topicality alone accounts for the 
vast majority of preverbal arguments. 

5.1. 	 Topicalization. 
5.1.1. Topics in Tenejapa lkeltal. Tzeltal possesses a preverbal posi- 

tion which can be characterized as a topic position, given that it appears 
to be used for a number of pragmatic purposes typically associated with 
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topicality, including topic contrast, topic initiation, and topic resumption. 
Before we proceed, a few words should be said concerning the notion of 
topic, which has been defined in various ways by different authors. The no- 
tion of topic intended here is that of Lambrecht (1994:131): "A referent is 
interpreted as the topic of a proposition if in a given situation the proposi- 
tion is construed as being about the referent, i.e. as expressing information 
which is relevant to and which increases the addressee's knowledge of this 
referent." 

What I will be referring to as Tenejapa Tzeltal's topic position is a 
syntactic position that is reserved exclusively for topics. It is worth stressing 
at the outset that the existence of a topic position does not necessitate that 
all topical NPs appear there. In other words, if an NP appears in the topic 
position of a sentence, it must be interpreted as topic, but if an NP is the 
topic, it does not necessarily have to appear in the topic position. 

Since the topic position explicitly flags an NP as topic, its use is expected 
in contexts where it is necessary to establish or reestablish the topic-that 
is, in situations where two entities are explicitly contrasted (topic contrast), 
in situations where the topic has changed (topic switch), or in situations 
where a topic is being reintroduced into discourse (topic resumption).16 
Each of these uses of the preverbal topic position is illustrated in turn. 

The use of a preverbal position for the explicit contrast of two entities is 
illustrated in (20a) and (20b), which are taken from a story about hell. An 
explicit contrast is being made here between the treatment received by te 
antzetike 'women' and te winiketike 'men', which occur in preverbal positions. 

(20a) te antz-etik-e, ya laj x-k'ajtaj-ik-0 be1 ta 

ART w o r n a n - p ~ - ~ ~ c  HS DIR
ICP ~ ~ - t u r n . i n t o - p ~ - 3 ~P 

mula 
mule 

'Women, they get turned into mules'. 

(20b) te winik-etik-e, ya laj x-k'ajtaj-ik-0 be1 ta 

ART men-PL-ENC ICP HS ~ ~ - t u r n . i n t o - p ~ - 3 ~P
DIR 

machu ek 
mule also 

'And men, they get turned into (male) mules also'. (Stross 
1977:9) 

I6Topic initiation is somewhat less straightforward, since it is not necessary explicitly to 
mark an NP as topic if it does not compete with other entities for topichood (Mithun 1992:47). 
Therefore, I restrict my attention to the more clear-cut cases. 
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The use of a preverbal position for topic switch is illustrated in (21a)- 
(21e), which represent the beginning of a story about the persecution of 
Christ. The story begins with Christ as topic but switches to the devil in 
(21e) after he is introduced as a passive agent in (21d). 

(21a) ja' te antiwo a'yej to 

EMP ART old story still 


'This story is very old' 

(21b) ja' niwan te s-babial te bin a k'ot-0 
EMP perhaps COMP 3~-first ART what REM arr ive-3~ 

ta pas-el-e 

P do-NM-ENC 


'and could have been the first thing that came to happen in the 
world'. 

(21c) y-u'un ja' s-k'oplal te bit'il la y-ich'-0 
3 ~ - R N  EMP 3~-story ART how CP 3~-rece ive-3~ 

nutz-el te j-ch'ul-tat-tik-e 
chase-NM ART 1 E-holy-father- 1E.p~-ENC 

'Because it is the story of how Our Celestial Father got chased'. 

(21d) ak'-b-ot-0 kastiko sok utz'in-ot-0 y-u'un 
give-BEN-PASS-3~punishment and mistreat-PASS-3~ 3 ~ - R N  

te pukuj-e 

ART devil-ENC 


'He was punished and mistreated by the devil'. 

(21e)te pukuj-e ja' me la s-nutz-0 te 

ART devil-ENC EMP DES CP 3E-chase-3A ART 


j-ch'ul-tat-tik-e 

1~-holy-father-~E.PL-ENC 


'The devil, he chased our Holy Father'. (PCrez and G6mez 
1986:19) 

Topic resumption can be illustrated by the stretch of discourse given in 
(22a)-(22e), where the narrator is discussing the actions of a group of mis- 
chievous possums. In (22a), the narrator sets the scene, using VOA constit- 
uent order. Two transitive clauses (22b and 22c) follow in which the subject 
is elided, being inferable from context. There is then a one-clause hiatus 
from the topic in (22d), which is resumed in (22e) with a full NP that pre- 
cedes the verb, giving AVO constituent order. 
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(22a) ja' nax laj jich la laj s-ta-ik-0 ti' 

EMP only HS thus CP HS 3E-find-PL-3A edge 


uk'um te j'uch-etik-e 
river ART possum-PL-ENC 

'Thus it was, the possums reached (literally: found) the 
riverbank: 

(22b) la laj s-toy-0 be1 sit-ik ta jejch uk'um 

CP HS 3 ~ - r a i s e - 3 ~DIR eye-PL P side river 


'They raised their eyes to the (other) side of the river' 

(22c) la laj y-il-ik-0 ay laj a tal jbel ta 
CP HS 3 HS REM come traveler~ E - s ~ ~ - P L - ~ A  P 

jejch uk'um 
side river 

'They saw that there was a traveler that had come to the (other) 
side of the river'. 

(22d) x-che'bal laj tal sok y-inam te jbel-e 
3 ~ - t w o  HS come with 3~-wife  ART traveler-ENC 

'Two of them had come, the traveler and his wife'. 

(22e) te j'uch-etik-e la laj s-10'10-ik-0 xan 

ART possum-PL-ENC CP 3 ~ - d e c e i v e - ~ ~ - 3 ~ 
HS again 

te jbel-e 
ART traveler-ENC 

'And so the Possums deceived the traveler again'. (Stross 
1977:22) 

5.1.2. The grammar of topics. In the previous section, I established 
that there is a preverbal topic position in Tenejapa Tzeltal but made little 
attempt to pin down more precisely its syntactic behavior. In this section, I 
consider the syntax of topicalization in more detail, using as a starting 
point Aissen's (1992) analysis of topic and focus in Tzotzil. 

In Tzotzil, there are four ways that the topic position can be identified 
(Aissen 1992:49). Topicalized NPs in Tzotzil: (1) occupy a sentence-initial 
position; (2) are preceded by the particle 'a; (3) occur with the articles li 
and ti and the demonstrative taj (which are accompanied by the enclitic -e); 
and (4) can be followed by the particle 'un. All of these features are present 
in the Tzotzil example in (23), where the NP krem 'boy' occupies the topic 
position and occurs with the article ti. 
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(23) 	 'a-ti krem 'un-e i-0-k'ot ta s-na 'un 

TP-ART boy PT-ENC CP-3A-arrive P 3~-house PT 


'As for the boy, he arrived home'. (Laughlin 1977:228) 

These criteria more or less carry over to Tzeltal, where there are three fea- 
tures that enable identification of the topic position. Topics in Tzeltal: (1) 
can be preceded by the particle in; (2) occur with the definite article te; and 
(3) precede the emphatic particle ja' (when present). 

The article te obligatorily occurs with topicalized arguments, but it can 
also appear with focused arguments, which means this criterion by itself 
cannot uniquely identify topicalization. What appears to be unique to topi- 
calized arguments in Tenejapa Tzeltal is the use of the (optional) particle in, 
as in (24).17 

(24) 	 in te toro-e la s-lok'es-0 ta s-lotz' 
TOP ART bull-ENC CP ~ E - ~ ~ ~ v ~ - c A U S - ~ AP 3~-neck 

te 	 j-ch'ul k-ajwal-tik-e 
ART 	 1E-holy 1E-lord-E. 1 PL-ENC 

'And the bull, he let the Holy Father out from his neck'. (PCrez 
and G6mez 1986:20) 

Elicitation reveals that this particle is restricted to topicalized arguments 
and is ungrammatical when used in conjunction with postverbal NPs, as 
shown by the ungrammaticality of (25).18 

(25) 	*la y-il-0 'antz in te winik-e 

CP 3 ~ - s e e - 3 ~woman TOP ART man-ENC 


'The man saw the woman'. 

Finally, it appears that all core argument types can be topicalized, as 
demonstrated by the following sentences, where (26) demonstrates topical- 
ization of S;  (27) topicalization of A, and (28) topicalization of 0. 

S 

(26) 	te winik-etik-e ya laj x-k'ajtaj-ik-0 be1 ta 
ART man-PL-ENC ICP HS ~ ~ - t u r n . i n t o - p ~ - 3 ~  PDIR 

machu ek 
mule also 

'And men, they get turned into (male) mules too'. [=(20b)] 

l 7  Also note that the use of the particle in rules out a narrow focus reading (5.2).Therefore, 
(24) could not be interpreted as 'It was a bull that let the Holy Father out from his neck: even 
if the context permitted such a reading. 

'*Example sentences without citation information come from my fieldwork in Chiapas dur- 
ing 1999, principally from native speaker Pedro Hernindez Guzmin. 
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A 

(27) 	te kaxlan-etik-e ja' nix jich la s-pas-ik-0 

ART ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o - P L - E N ceven thus CP
EMP 	 3 ~ - d o - P L - 3 ~  

'Even the ladinos had to do it'. (Perez and G6mez 198651) 

0 

(28) 	sok laj te x-chujkil-e x-chuk-oj-0 laj ta 

COM HS ART 3E-belt-ENC HS
3 E - ~ ~ ~ - s T A T - ~ A  P 

x-ch'ujt 
3~-belly 

'And his belt, he had tied it around his belly'. [=(19)] 
Since the topic position is pivotless (i.e., is not restricted to a particular 
subset of grammatical roles), a topicalized NP can, in the right context, 
correspond to either A, as in (27), or 0 ,  as in (28). However, AVO con- 
stituent order is much more frequent than OVA order, due primarily to the 
topicalization of A (which makes sense in light of the strong association 
between subjecthood [SIA] and topicality [DuBois 1987, Comrie 1989, and 
Dixon 19941). 

5.2. Narrow focus. 
5.2.1. Characterizing focus presupposition. The association of nar-

row focus with a clause-initial position provides another insight into the 
departures from VOA constituent order found in the corpus. By narrow 
focus, what is meant are "focus presupposition sentencesv-that is, sen- 
tences where the focused constituent corresponds to an open variable in a 
presupposed proposition-e.g., in English, It's the legislative branch that 
interprets the law. 

In Tzeltal, the focus construction involves the fronting of the focused 
argument, as illustrated by the following examples of negative narrow 
focus:'9 

(29) 	ma ba jo'on te la s-maj-on te j-antun-e 
NEG ~ S G  ART CP 3 ~ - h i t - l ~ART PN-Anthony-ENC 

'I wasn't the one who Anthony hit' 

(30) ma ba jo'on la j-mil-0 te j-xun-e 

NEG ~ S G  CP IE-kill-3A ART pN-John-ENc 


'I wasn't the one who killed John'. 

l9 There are two markers of negation used in negative narrow focus: ma ba and ma (the lat- 
ter co-occurs with the enclitic -uk).  The difference between the two forms is unclear, but the 
former is generally said to be more "emphatic." The form ma ba is used in these examples 
because ma, when used in conjunction with some pronouns, gives rise to irregular forms-e.g., 
ma jo'konuk in lieu of the expected *majo'onuk. 
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The use of the focus construction is illustrated in the following sentence, 
taken from a story concerning the origins of the sparrowhawk's predation 
upon chickens. In the story, a rooster reveals to a sparrowhawk the secret 
whereabouts of the sun. When the sparrowhawk tracks down the sun, it is 
angered and demands that the sparrowhawk reveal his informant. The spar- 
rowhawk replies as follows: 

(31) ja' te tat-mut la y-al-be-n 

EMP ART father-bird CP 1A
3E-SBY-BEN-

'It was the rooster that told me'. (Ptrez and G6mez 1986:33) 

This example fits the functional profile of a narrow focus construction 
since the focused constituent (te tat-mut 'the rooster') corresponds to an 
open variable (the agent) in a presupposed proposition ('x said something to 
the speaker'). 

5.2.2. The grammar of narrow focus. The construction used to ex- 
press narrow focus can be identified by a number of formal distributional 
criteria. Focused NPs in Tzeltal: (1) occupy a preverbal position; (2) follow 
the optional emphatic particle ja' (when present); and (3) cannot take the 
demonstrative in. 

The topic position can be distinguished from the focus position by its 
position relative to the emphatic marker ja'. Topicalized arguments precede 
ja', as in (32), while focused arguments follow it, as in (33). 

(32) 	in te winik-e ja' la y-il-0 te 'antz-e 
TOP ART man-ENC EMP CP 3 ~ - s e e - 3 ~ART woman-ENC 

'As for the man, he saw the woman'. 

(33) ja' te winik-e (te) la y-il-0 te 'antz-e 
EMP ART man-ENC COMP CP 3 ~ - s e e - 3 ~ART woman-ENC 

'The man (rather than someone else) saw the woman'. 

Another difference between topic and focus position concerns comple- 
ment clauses. While there are instances of focus within a complement 
clause, as in (34), topicalization within complement clauses does not appear 
to be possible. 

(34) 	laj la y-il-ik-0 te ja' s-bankil-ik te la 
CP HS COMP EMP 3~-brother-p~ CP~ E - s ~ ~ - P L - ~ A  	 COMP 

'They saw that it was their brother that they were eating . . .' 
(Stross 1977:21) 
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Narrow focus operates freely without any restrictions in terms of syntac- 
tic role. In other words, it is pivotless. Any core argument can therefore be 
focused: S, as in (35); A, as in (31); or 0 ,  as in (37). 

S 

(35) 	ma ja'uk j-xun te x-a'tej-0 ta pinka 

NEG EMP-IRR PN-John ART NT-work-3~P farm 


'It isn't John (but rather someone else) who works on a farm'. 

(36) ja' te tat-mut la y-al-be-n 

EMP ART father-bird CP 3~-say-BEN-~ A 


'It was the rooster that told me'. [=(31)] 

(37) 	us laj te ya s-kuy-ik-0 ta chenek'-e 

fly HS ART ICP 3~-believe-P~-3AP b e a n - ~ ~ c  


'It's little flies that they take for beans'. (Stross 1977: 12) 

5.3. Indefiniteness. The association of indefinite arguments with a 
clause-initial position also provides insight into the departures from VOA 
constituent order found in the corpus. This is illustrated in (38) and (39) for 
inanimate and animate indefinites, respectively. 

(38) 	ma'yuk bin ya j-Pan-0 

B what ICP 1 ~ - w a n t - 3 ~  


'I don't want anything'. (Ptrez and G6mez 1986:20) 

(39) ma'yuk mach'a la k-il-0 Pax-0 

B who CP 1 ~ - s e e - 3 ~  pas s -3~  


'I haven't seen anyone pass by'. (Ptrez and G6mez 1986:20) 

There are only a few examples of active transitive clauses with indefi- 
nite There are, however, a number of transitive clauses with indefinite 
A's and complement clauses (rather than true O's), as illustrated in (40) 
and (41). 

20This is due in part to the fact that the passive is used in the corpus whenever both A and 
0 are third-person animates, but A is indefinite while 0 is definite. Whether this is obligatory 
remains an open question. Tzeltal voice is amenable to an obviation analysis, along the lines 
of what is proposed for Tzotzil by Aissen (1997). This may therefore be an obviation effect 
related to definiteness. 
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(40) 	ma'yuk mach'a la y-al-0 te banti la 

B who CP 3 ~ - s a y - 3 ~COMP where CP 


'But no one told him anything about where they got it from'. 
(Ptrez and Gdmez 1986:48) 

(41) ja'-uk me to 'ay mach'a la x-waechin-0 te 
EMP-IRR DES still 3 who CP 3E-dream-3~ COMP 

bina te ya s-k'an-0 te balumilal-e 
what ART ICP 3~-want-3A ART wall-ENC 

'That was until someone dreamed what it was the walls were 
lacking'. (Ptrez and Gdmez 1986:47) 

Finally, it seems that all core argument positions can be occupied by 
indefinites, as shown by the following s e n t e n ~ e s : ~ ~  

S 

(42) ja' la ya y-il-0 te me h y  binti ya 

EMP HS ICP 3 ~ - s e e - 3 ~COMP Q 3 what ICP 


x-lo&-0 ta s-be-e 
NT-leave-3A P 3~-road-ENC 

'He saw whether something was leaving along the road'. 
(Ramirez Hernandez 1994:45) 

A 

(43) 	ma'yuk mach'a ya s-tzak-0 ta jich nax 

3 who ICP 3 ~ - g r a b - 3 ~P just like this 


'Nobody took it just like this'. (Ptrez and Gdmez 1986:48) 

0 

(44) 	ma'yuk bi ya j-pas-0 

B what ICP I E - ~ o - ~ A  


'I didn't do anything'. (Stross 1977:19) 

5.4. Summary. The ordering of indefinite arguments with respect to 
topicalized or focused arguments remains to be shown. The corpus alone 
cannot address this issue since it contains no instances of the co-occurrence 
of topicalization or focus with indefinite arguments. However, elicitation 
shows that both topicalized and focused arguments precede indefinite argu- 
ments, as shown in (45) and (46). 

Since there were no instances of indefinite S's in the corpus, (42) was taken from another 
source. 
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(45) 	te j-xun-e 'ay mach'a la s-mil-0 

ART PN-John-ENC 3 who CP 3E-kill-3~ 


'As for John, he killed someone'. 

(46) ja' j-xun 'ay mach'a la s-mil-0 

EMP PN-John 3 who CP 3E-kill-3~ 


'It was John (rather than someone else) who killed someone' 

It is also possible for both topicalization and focus to occur within a sin- 
gle sentence, in which case the topicalized argument precedes the focused 
one, as in (47). 

(47) 	te j-xun-e ja' 'ixim la s-man-0 

ART PN-John-ENC EMP corn CP 3E-buy-3~ 


'As for John, it was corn that he bought' 

In summary, then, the ordering of arguments within a transitive clause is 
as follows: 

(48) (TOPIC) ( ja ' ) (FOCUS) (INDEF) V (0 )  (A) 

This explains the question that was left unanswered at the end of 4.1-why 
AOV and OAV constituent order are vanishingly rare (and do not appear in 
the corpus). The answer is that AOV and OAV constituent order require 
either (1) the co-occurrence of topicalization with focus or (2) the co- 
occurrence of either topic or focus with an indefinite argument, and both 
situations are quite unusual pragmatically. 

6. Discussion. If we now return to England's criteria for BCO (given 
in 2.1), we find that they all converge on VOA constituent order as the BCO 
of Tenejapa Tzeltal and eliminate AVO from consideration. The three crite- 
ria that would eliminate AVO as a contender for the language's BCO are 5, 
6, and 7. Recall that criterion 5 holds that "sentences should not be ambig- 
uous in interpretation of A and 0";criterion 6 holds that "no constituent is 
focused, topicalized, or otherwise highlighted"; and criterion 7 holds that 
"the subject noun is definite." I discuss each in turn. 

Sentences with a preverbal NP (either AVO or OVA) fail criterion 5 
because they are structurally ambiguous, owing to the fact that topicaliza- 
tion and focus are syntactically pivotless. Therefore, a focused constituent 
potentially corresponds to either A or 0.22For example, (49) is potentially 
ambiguous between A and 0 focus, as illustrated in figure 2. 

22The nature of pivot structure in topicalization is less straightforward. The only instances 
of the topicalization of 0 in the corpus are found in sentences where A > 0 in animacy. There 
are no instances of topicalization when A = 0 in animacy. This may have something to do with 
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-
A 0 A-
ma ja'uk w la smil te jantune Oi 

A-Focus 
'It wasn't John who killed Anthony'. 

0 0 A-	* 
ma ja'uk la smil Oi te jantune 

0-Focus 
'It wasn't John who Anthony killed'. 

FIG. 2.-Ambiguity in narrow focus construction. 

(49) 	ma ja'uk j-xun te la s-mil-0 te 

NEG EMP-IRR PN-John ART CP 3 ~ - k i l l - 3 ~ART 


'It wasn't John who killed Anthony' or 'It wasn't John who 
Anthony killed'. [=(37)] 

Criteria 6 and 7 are fairly straightforward and also argue against the 
basicness of AVO constituent order, which involves either topicalization or 
focus of A (in which case criterion 6 is not met) or an indefinite A (in which 
case criterion 7 is not met). There is an additional reason AVO is a poor 
contender for the BCO of Tenejapa Tzeltal: it is unclear whether topical- 
ized NPs are even part of the constituent structure of transitive clauses. 
On the basis of her detailed analysis of Tzotzil, Jakaltek, and Tz'utujil, 
Aissen (1992) has argued for a distinction between internal and external 
topic positions. These two topic positions differ from one another in terms 
of their function and syntax. Although a detailed study of topics in Tzeltal 
remains to be done, two facts suggest that Tzeltal's topics are external top- 
ics. First, as noted in 5.1.2, topicalized arguments in Tenejapa Tzeltal can- 
not occur within complement clauses. Second, topics in Tenejapa Tzeltal are 
discourse topics (as opposed to "logical subjects" [Horn 1989, Kuroda 
1992, and Ladusaw 19941). It is possible, then, that Tenejapa Tzeltal's topics 
are external topics and therefore do not bear a necessary relationship to the 

disambiguation. When A > 0 in animacy, there is no confusion when 0 is topicalized (even 
though the sentence is structurally ambiguous), since real-world knowledge normally clarifies 
semantic roles. (For example, in 28, it is clear that it is the man who ties his shift around his 
belly and not the shirt that ties the man around its belly.) However, when A = 0 in animacy, 
there is potential confusion concerning the assignment of semantic roles, and topicalization 
may therefore be barred for 0's. This type of interaction between animacy and the possibilities 
for pragmatic highlighting has been reported for other Mayan languages. For example, Pinker- 
ton (1976) reports that in K'ekchi it is not possible to have two preverbal NPs if A = 0 in 
animacy. This is a question that merits further investigation. 
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TABLE 8 

RELATIVEFREQUENCYOF BCO TYPES ACROSS LANGUAGES 

Mallinson and 
BCO Type Ruhlen (1975) Blake (1981) Tomlin (1979) 

AOV 52% 41% 45% 
AVO 36% 35% 42% 
VAO 11% 9% 9% 
VOA 2% 2% 3% 
OVA 0% 1% 1% 
OAV 0% 1% 0% 

Unclassified 0% 11% 0% 

Total n 427 100 402 

argument structure of transitive clauses, although more work remains to be 
done before this assumption can be established. 

These findings have a number of broader typological implications which 
should be made explicit. First, Tenejapa Tzeltal poses no significant prob- 
lems for the concept of BCO, although there are still lingering questions 
about some aspects of constituent order in the language-e.g., VAO constit- 
uent order (about which more shortly). All of the criteria for BCO converge 
on VOA for Tenejapa Tzeltal: frequency, lack of ambiguity, "pragmatic neu- 
trality," etc. This does not mean that the concept is unproblematic or univer- 
sally applicable (see Brody 1984 or Mithun 1992), but it does mean that for 
Tzeltal it is possible to postulate a single BCO. 

Second, VOA languages (like Tenejapa Tkeltal) have been held up as 
counterevidence to the widely held "topic-first principle" (see, e.g., Firbas 
1964, Greenberg 1966, Lyons 1977, or Giv6n 1979). This principle has been 
invoked to explain why various cross-linguistic surveys have shown that 
there is a strong tendency for A to precede 0 in languages with a BCO 
(Ruhlen 1975, Tomlin 1979, and Mallinson and Blake 1981), as shown in 
table 8. However, languages with VOA, OVA, or OAV as their BCO are 
well attested (see Pullum 1981a), which shows that the topic-first principle 
must be taken as a statistical generalization about language in general and 
not a universal claim that holds true for all languages.23 

Nevertheless, the existence of an explicit clause-initial topic position in 
Tenejapa Tzeltal is consistent with Lambrecht's (1994:202) claim that "the 
topic-first principle can be maintained as a universal ordering principle, as 
long as it is only applied to accented lexical and pronominal topic ex-
pressions with a topic-announcing function." In other words, the topic-first 

23 A priori, we should not expect the topic-first principle to strongly constrain BCO, since 
the identification of topic with subject is not complete in all languages (Li and Thompson 
1976). 
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principle is tenable provided that the sort of topic to which it applies is 
a marked (or accented) topic expression, which is the case in Tenejapa 
Tzeltal, where there is an accented left-dislocated topic position that explic- 
itly marks the constituent which occupies it as 

Finally, I have found little evidence in favor of the claim, first made by 
Smith (1975) and later cited by Norman and Campbell (1978) and Dayley 
(1981), that Tenejapa Tzeltal constituent order is determined by a hierar- 
chy of animacy (such that the constituent order is VAO when A = 0 in 
animacy but VOA when A > 0 in animacy). In fact, despite its size, the cor- 
pus contains only two potential instances of VAO constituent order:25 

(50) 	ma' ba s - tap-0  [x-lok' j-k'atin-0 
NEG 3~-be-possible-3~NT-AUX 1 ~ - t a k e . ~ a r m t h . f ~ ~ m - 3 ~  

jo'tik te j-ch'ul-tat-tik-el 
~ P L  ART 1E-holy-father-E.~ P L - E N C  

'It is not possible for us (excl.) to get out and warm ourselves in 
the sun'. (Stross 1977:22) 

(51) 	tal laj y-ijkita-ik-0 jilel ta s-na s-me' 

AUX HS DIR 3~-house  3~-mother 
3 ~ - l e a v e - ~ ~ - 3 ~  P 

s-tat te s-me'-ik te ala 
3~-father ART 3~-mother-PL ART little 

j'ijk'al-etik-e 
blk.demon-PL-ENC 

'The mothersi of the little black demon boys came and left them at 
the houses of theiri parents'. [=(15)] 

Neither instance supports the animacy-based account of Tenejapa Tzeltal's 
BCO. In (50), VAO constituent order results from the fact that the first-per- 
son plural exclusive is marked in Tenejapa Tzeltal by the use of first-person 
singular verb agreement with the first personal plural pronoun in a postver- 
bal position. Since the first personal plural argument corresponds to A in 
this case, VAO constituent order results. However, when the first-person 
plural argument is 0 ,  VOA constituent order results. Both VAO and VOA 
constituent order for sentences with one first personal plural exclusive ar- 
gument are illustrated in (52). 

(52a) k-ichl-oj-0 niwan be1 jo'tik jo'-winik rosina 

l ~ - r e c e i v e - s ~ ~ ~ - 3 ~perhaps DIR ~ P L  five-score dozen 


24There may be other VOA languages which do not support Larnbrecht's claim-e.g., 
Ojibwa (Tornlin and Russell 1979). 

25 (50) was not counted in the analysis of transitive clauses with two lexical core arguments 
since it is a complex sentence and has a first-person core argument (see 3.2). 
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a te karchucha nichim-e 
DEM ART cartucha flower-ENC 

'We had brought perhaps one-hundred dozen cartucha flowers'. 

(52b) jich ta ora la s-man-be-n jo'tik j-cha' 

thus P now CP 3E-buy-BEN-1A.s~ IPL 1-NC 


chonolajel 
merchant 

'Right away a merchant bought it from us'. (Mtndez GuzmAn 
1996:32) 

The sentence in (51) is somewhat puzzling and difficult to interpret, for 
a number of reasons. First, the meaning of the sentence in the context of the 
story is debatable and the translation given here differs from that of Stross 
(1978:3). Second, it seems to involve coreference between 0 and the pos- 
sessor of A, which is normally not possible in the language-see Aissen 
(1997) for an account of similar constraints in Tzotzil in terms of obviation. 
Future work should investigate the nature of coreferential omission within 
sentences as well as other factors which might license departures from 
Tenejapa Tzeltal's BCO-e.g., constituent "heaviness," which seems rele- 
vant to constituent ordering, judging from examples like (53), where A oc- 
curs immediately after the matrix verb and before the complement clause. 

(53) jich ya y-ahn-ik-0 te mamal-etik te 

thus ICP ART COMP
3 ~ - r e m e m b e r - p ~ - 3 ~  ancestor-PL 

namey -ix te 'ay la bayal jijk'al-etik 
longago-already COMP 3 HS many demon-PL 

te bay-uk nak ya y-ak'-0 s-ba ta 
COMP many-IRR only ICP 3 ~ - g i v e - 3 ~3 ~ - R E FPL 

'il-el-e 
See-NM-ENC 

'The ancestors remember that long ago there was a countless 
number of black demons that could be seen anywhere'. 
(Ptrez and G6mez 1986:40) 

7. Conclusion. In summary, I have examined a corpus of Tenejapa 
Tzeltal narrative texts for statistical patterns in constituent ordering and eli- 
sion and found that the majority of transitive clauses possess one or more 
elided core arguments and that clauses with two full lexical arguments are 
relatively infrequent. VO constituent order was found to be predominant in 
clauses with a single lexical core argument, while VOA constituent order 
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was predominant in clauses with two lexical core arguments. On the basis 
of these statistical findings, combined with more careful structural analysis, 
I have claimed that the basic constituent order of Tzeltal is VOA and that 
departures from this order can be explained by the nature of information 
structures in Tenejapa Tzeltal, which associates topicalized, focused, and 
indefinite arguments with preverbal argument positions. Previous claims for 
an animacy-based account of Tenejapa Tzeltal's constituent order are not 
supported by my data. 
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